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Dix War Triptych and Picasso Guernica 

Both Otto Dix and Pablo Picasso were affected by war throughout their careers, however 

both of their interactions differed greatly. Otto Dix was teaching at the Dresden Academy when 

Hitler was elected chancellor. Dix was dismissed from his teaching position in 1933 and forbid 

from showing his work. It was during this time that Dix created his War Triptych, a piece that 

was only shown once during the war. Later in 1937 Picasso was working on The Dream and Life 

of Franco, when he was commissioned to create a piece that would spur a political response at 

the Paris World’s Fair. The commission came from the recent bombing of Guernica, and 

resulted in one of Picasso’s most famous works. Although these two pieces were inspired by the 

same war during the same time period, Dix’s War Triptych and Picasso’s Guernica are very 

different visual depictions and show both the artist’s individual experience with war and also 

their artistic style. 

Otto Dix’s War Tryptich is a four panel painting that features the depiction of trench 

warfare and the experience of soldiers during the second world war. The piece is done in a  

style to imitate alter pieces with four panels, each panel is framed by good and gold. While the 

style is reminiscent of artworks found in churches the scenes depicted are not happy images of 

God’s love. The left panel shows a group of soldiers marching through a misty morning with 

dark skies circling overhead. In the central panel there is the aftermath of a battle. The city lies 

decimated in the background and the foreground is covered in bodies of soldiers with bullet 

holes and torn clothing. Above these soldiers is a single soldier hung to mimic christ on the 



cross, with an arm outstretched like Michelangelo’s David in the Sistine Chapel. The right panel 

depicts almost ghostlike figures, the central figure wears a determined expression as he carries 

his comrade away from a fire burning in the background. This central figure is Dix escaping from 

the inferno of war, and managing to carry his comrade along with him. The final panel shows 

soldiers below the ground in a trench, their pale white skin and pained facial expressions make 

it unclear as to if they are alive or dead. The triptych as a whole encapsulates the experience of 

war that Dix had. 

The slogan for the period was “Neue Sachlichkeit which dominated the political, 

academic, and cultural debate of the 1920’s”. This movement rejected the gushing and 

emotionally charged images of expressionism, and instead favored a sober and realistic image 

of the world. This movement called for a return to the streets and the realistic sobering aspects 

of life such as prostitution, war, and the lower-middle class. This description is manifested in 

Dix’s War Triptych, however Dix was less interested in the political aspects of war and more the 

human condition of the soldiers. Dix openly professed that he wanted no part in the politics of 

the age and said “Do not bother me with your silly politics. I would rather go to a whorehouse.”

On the contrary Picasso was interested in the politics of Spain and was influenced by 

Republican poets. Picasso was approached by Max Aub and Louis Aragon to create a piece for 

the Republican pavilion at the World’s Fair. The pavilion was meant to be a representation of the 

true government of Spain and not of Franco’s regime. Picasso’s piece was ultimately inspired by 

the bombings of Guernica by the German government, in which the city was assaulted by 

bombs and anyone who tried to escape the fire in the city was shot as well. The chaos of this 

event is represented in the resulting painting Guernica. The painting harkens back the Picasso’s 

earlier cubism period, and is a chaotic monochromatic scene. The left of the canvas shows a 

woman with her head pointed upwards shouting in pain as she holds the body of her child. 

Above the woman is the bull that appears in many of Picasso’s pieces. The rest of the figures 



are outstretched in the foreground seeking to escape from the burning city. All the figures 

extremely flat and their limbs are fragmented and misshapen. The scene encapsulates the 

chaos and horror of bombings from war, however the piece did receive criticism for it’s lack of 

connection to the city of Guernica. The piece features no identifiable landmarks and doesn’t 

have any ties to the bombing or the city other than the title of the piece. 

While Dix and Picasso are both commenting on the atrocities of war, they are focused on 

different aspects of war. Additionally the different styles used by the artists draw attention to 

these different aspects. Picasso’s flat cubism is in stark contrast to the chaos presented in the 

scene which draws attention to the overall chaos of all wars. While Dix’s War Triptych calls 

direct attention to his grotesque figures. Their expressions and clearly injured bodies bring 

attention to the soldiers of war, and specifically those engaged in trench warfare. 


